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america is aging. Today roughly 37 million Americans age 65 and older represent slightly more than 12 percent of
the country’s total population. By the year 2030 the number of Americans in this age group will nearly double,
accounting for one-fifth of the population. Due to the overwhelming desire of older Americans to age in place in
their own homes, communities will face unprecedented challenges to providing the services and infrastructure that this
population will demand. Yet, if communities are resourceful, innovative and prudent, these challenges will be eclipsed by
the enormous share of social and human capital that will be made available by the largest, healthiest, best-educated and most
affluent generation of older adults in American history.

The Aging in Place Initiative was created by Partners for Livable Communities, the National Association of Area
Agencies on Aging, and other national civic groups to draw
attention to the increasing aging demographic and to share
information about how communities can achieve livability for
all. With support from MetLife Foundation, the partners have
supported the development of practical tools and resources
to help communities jumpstart their conversations and take
action to address the needs of older adults in their cities and
neighborhoods.

As part of this initiative, the partners supported The Maturing
of America survey in 2006. This questionnaire found that although many communities have some programs to address
the needs of older adults, very few have undertaken a comprehensive assessment of what it would take to make their
community livable for all. As a result of these findings, the partners developed a comprehensive resource, A Blueprint for
Action: Developing Livable Communities for All Ages, to provide communities with a concrete tool to help them plan for
the future. The strategies and best practices outlined in the Blueprint can help communities make the incremental changes
needed to create livable communities that are good places for the young and old alike.

Now, the initiative is on the road, hosting a series of regional workshops across the country that focus on one particular
aspect, or theme, of Aging in Place. It is the goal of each workshop to bring together a diverse group of experts and
stakeholders to share ideas and generate a local dialogue about Aging in Place efforts and challenges in the community.
To help stimulate innovative ideas and new partnerships, workshop attendees are learning how they can receive
small “JumpStart the Conversation” grants to fund their own projects. In addition, the initiative’s Website, www.
aginginplaceinitiative.org, has become an information and resource hub with a listing of the JumpStart grant winners
along with best practices and the reports from each workshop.

This report documents the San Antonio workshop (the ninth in the series) which focused on redesigning community assets
for Aging in Place. Regardless of whether you attended the workshop, this report provides an understanding of the types
of features that make communities livable, as well as how existing assets can be redesigned as part of a comprehensive
Aging in Place strategy.

Making a community ageless requires the collaboration of numerous players from the public, private and nonprofit
sectors. We hope that this report provides a better understanding of how Aging in Place can be incorporated into all
aspects of community life.

Your national hosts,
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The ninth workshop of the Aging in Place Initiative was convened on June 11, 2009 in San Antonio, Texas, drawing a large and diverse audience of community stakeholders and experts eager to discuss how their community can be redesigned and made more friendly for people of all ages. The workshop, Redesigning Communities for Aging in Place: Developing a Livable San Antonio Metro Region for All Ages, was hosted by the Alamo Area Agency on Aging, the City of San Antonio, the Alamo Area Council of Governments, and the WellMed Charitable Foundation, and served as a forum for national and local experts to showcase winning strategies for rethinking and redesigning a community’s assets to better serve the growing older adult population.

After some inspiring introductory remarks, workshop participants were treated to a presentation by Kathy Sykes, the Senior Advisor at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Aging Initiative, who is a leading expert on how communities can make smart design changes to their built environment that benefit people of all ages. The workshop then focused on four key factors of community redesign that have emerged as challenges for communities across the country: Planning, Mobility, Health and Wellness, and Social Integration. Four experts from the San Antonio area spoke about each of these topics, sharing their knowledge and fielding questions from an engaged audience.

Ultimately, national and local experts agreed on a set of critical design changes that can make communities anywhere more livable for today’s older adults, and those of tomorrow. Moreover, they agreed that the time is now for communities to rethink and redesign how they use existing assets as livability tools for people of all ages. Big or small, any community can find innovative ways to make its libraries, museums, parks, public spaces or recreation centers instruments in an Aging in Place strategy.

This report documents the workshop in San Antonio and provides a comprehensive analysis of the ideas that were discussed, the recommendations that were made, and the programs and organizations at work to rethink communities and make them more livable for all.

To help set the stage for the discussion that took place at the workshop, the following “Backgrounder” section (p. 2) provides demographic and other key information about the San Antonio metro region.

Critical findings and analysis from the workshop are found in the section, “A Place to Call Home: Rethinking the Built Environment for People of All Ages” (p. 5). This section thoroughly introduces the topic of community redesign and then focuses on specific challenges and solutions that are being tried and tested in communities throughout America.

Finally, a listing and description of several nationally-recognized community redesign strategies is found in the “Aging Friendly Innovations: Best Practices” section (p. 18).
Developing a Livable San Antonio Metro Region for All Ages

The greater San Antonio area is one of the largest and most diverse regions in the country. Encompassing more than 10,000 square miles, the 12-county area of south-central Texas which consists of the City of San Antonio and its environs is served by the Alamo and Bexar County Area Agencies on Aging (AAA), principle hosts of the San Antonio workshop. The City of San Antonio itself is the seventh largest city in the United States and for six years between 2000 and 2006 it held the title of the fourth fastest growing city in America. With such staggering growth and diversity, San Antonio can look forward to a variety of unique challenges and opportunities in the coming years.

The city’s future will continue to build upon its rich history as one of America’s most storied frontier towns and a bastion of Southwest American culture. Founded in the early 18th century, San Antonio grew to become the largest Spanish settlement in Texas. The legendary 1836 Battle of the Alamo came to define the city for generations and it remains one of the most famous battles in American history. Even today, millions of visitors come to the Alamo each year to remember the historic battle.

San Antonio is also renowned as the capital of “Tejano” culture. Tejano’s are considered Texans of Hispanic or Latin-American descent, and typically have family roots in Texas that go back for generations. Tejano cuisine originated in Texas as a fusion of Mexican and Spanish cooking and has come to be known today as “Tex-Mex.” Tejano music likewise has a distinctive sound, and is celebrated throughout the San Antonio region.

From a demographic perspective, the size, scale, and diversity of the San Antonio area can make planning and design decisions difficult. The region is unique in that the City of San Antonio is heavily populated, yet the metropolitan area does not have a high population density. Though the city ranks as the seventh most populous city in the United States, the metropolitan statistical area ranks far behind at 28th. Like many places in America, San Antonio is growing mainly at its fringes and has not seen a resurgence in downtown living. This growth pattern is putting a strain on city services and creating additional long-term challenges as the city’s older adult residents become more and more spread out.

Snapshot of the Greater San Antonio Region

The City of San Antonio has a population of 1.3 million, and its metropolitan area is estimated to have just more than 2 million

San Antonio is the seventh most populous city in the United States and the second largest city in Texas

Older adults in the San Antonio region make up 22 percent of the population—nearly double the statewide average

The number of older adults age 60 and over is expected to rise 55 percent between 2010 and 2020 in the San Antonio area

The largest minority group in the Alamo AAA region is Hispanic, representing 20 percent of the population

Expected population growth figures provide a warning for what is to come: The total population over the age of 60 is expected to rise by 55 percent from 2010 to 2020, with the growth rate among Hispanics reaching as high as 70 percent. The number of older adults age 85 and older will climb by 47 percent, and a large majority of them are expected to live at or near the poverty line.¹

As a community facing the challenge of how to rethink its existing assets to serve its residents in the future, San Antonio is fortunate to have had a long history of making innovative planning and design decisions. It is certainly a city that has transformed itself more than once. San Antonio’s River Walk, a network of pedestrian walkways one storey beneath the ground that runs for 2.5 miles along the San Antonio River, was completed in 1941 and continues to be studied as an international model of a dynamic, attractive public space. At the time it was built, the River Walk revitalized not just the river, but the entire community and it continues to rank as one of the top two visitor attractions in Texas.

Endowed with a rich history, San Antonio is a community that will continue to face its challenges head on, and thrive. The following section explores some of these challenges along with the solutions that places anywhere can implement to make their communities livable for people of all ages.
Backgrounder

Map credit: City of San Antonio
A Place to Call Home: Rethinking the Built Environment for People of All Ages

When the Aging in Place Initiative visited San Antonio, Texas on June 11, 2009 to host its ninth workshop, the venue itself served to reinforce one of the messages of the day: all communities have assets. The historic Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center is a revered cultural institution in San Antonio and a reminder to people within and beyond the city that such livability assets have the potential to make an enormous impact on all members of the community. With six distinct learning areas including theater, dance, media arts, and literature, the Guadalupe Center is a place where the young and old alike can engage in culture and the arts, while strengthening the community at large.

A sizeable, diverse city such as San Antonio clearly benefits from the Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center, a national model of an asset that helps to round out a comprehensive, community-driven Aging in Place strategy. Yet, the San Antonio workshop revealed that, like most cities in America, the community has work to do to create an environment that is genuinely friendly to the needs of the young and old alike.

At the day’s event, titled, Redesigning Communities for Aging in Place: Developing a Livable San Antonio Metro Region for All Ages, the emphasis was on how livability assets—anything from museums and parks to arts centers and sidewalks—can be redesigned to better serve the growing older adult population, and the community as a whole. In declaring that the time is now to begin the conversation and re-examine existing assets in San Antonio, workshop participants heard from national speakers about comprehensive measures that can enhance livability in their own community. Then, the workshop highlighted four distinct areas on which the community can focus its redesign efforts: Planning, Mobility, Health & Wellness, and Social Integration.

This section will begin with a discussion of the design components of a livable community by drawing on the presentations of national speakers.
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at the San Antonio event. Then, the section will explore specific steps that communities can take to address redesign challenges, as identified by local leaders in San Antonio, as well as communities across the country.

Thinking about a Built Environment for All

At the San Antonio workshop, speakers started off by providing the audience with a vision of what a truly livable community looks like—a vision that is, admittedly, quite a ways off for most communities. Nevertheless, it is important to understand the countless components that go into making a livable community. These components—comprising design features, sound planning, and adequate infrastructure—come together to create what is known as the built environment of a community. This environment has profound consequences on the way of life for each and every citizen, affecting one’s mobility, personal health, and social interactions with others. And, as evidence shows, the built environment has consequences for the health of the natural environment and the ecosystems of which a community is a part.

The following are some of the salient components of the built environment discussed at the San Antonio workshop that support livability for all.

**Walkable Neighborhoods = Healthy Neighborhoods**

Over and over again, experts point to walkability as one of the most crucial elements of livable communities, and of a sound Aging in Place strategy. If older adults are unable to walk safely in their neighborhoods then their physical health often suffers, and they are forced to rely on other transportation and services arrangements to meet their needs.

Unfortunately, many American communities lack the principle walkability asset that a neighborhood requires—sidewalks. In examining more than 10,000 local governments on their readiness for the growing aging population, the Maturing of America survey found that only 66 percent of communities had adequate sidewalk systems linking residences and essential services.2 San Antonio is one of the cities that has work to do to make walking easier for older adults. A recent audit by the City of San Antonio of its pedestrian friendly infrastructure found that “existing pedestrian facilities were incomplete, inadequate, and inaccessible.”4

**Jogging, Walking & Biking Trails**

Second to sidewalks, livable neighborhoods require dedicated jogging, walking and biking trails. These amenities provide a safe environment for exercise that can be used by the entire community. Moreover, older adults are unequivocal in their desire for more walking and jogging trails in their

---

“We want to be able to highlight the assets that we have and see how they can be improved.”

—Debbie Billa, Director, Alamo Area Agency on Aging
neighborhoods. The National Association of Homebuilders reports that they are, in fact, the number one amenity that adults age 55 and older want when thinking about moving to a new community.\(^5\)

Together, adequate sidewalks and walking/jogging/biking trails are so important because they can have the effect of not only creating more livable neighborhoods, but also more healthy communities in general. Research presented at the San Antonio workshop by Kathy Sykes, the Senior Advisor at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, demonstrates the health consequences that inactivity is having on communities across America. Obesity rates in the United States are growing and the condition may soon rival cigarette smoking as the major cause of preventable disease and premature death. It is also strongly linked to high rates of chronic illness, and in terms of chronic conditions, obesity has effects similar to 20 years of aging.\(^6\)

The effect that sidewalks alone have on inactivity and obesity cannot be overstated. A recent study by researchers from San Diego State University revealed that city dwellers (who tend to walk more frequently) are healthier than their suburban counterparts. “The biggest single factor influencing physical activity around the world,” the study determined, “is accessibility to sidewalks.”\(^7\)

**Mixed Land Use & Affordable Housing**

Speakers at the San Antonio workshop also expounded on the importance of developing mixed land use neighborhoods, together with affordable housing, for creating livable and healthy communities. The need for these types of developments is particularly pressing giving the stark shift in demographics that is occurring throughout the United States. Echoing a large and growing body of research on the topic, Kathy Sykes informed workshop participants that the percentage of American households consisting of a married couple with children has declined steadily for the past half century and could fall as low as 26 percent by the year 2040. At the same time, the share of U.S. households without children is expected to grow by 86 percent.\(^9\)

These facts are troubling because in many communities, new housing developments continue to be designed and built for the nuclear family. Municipalities, lured by the promise of high property tax revenues, often encourage the construction of large, luxury homes. Moreover, cities are growing mainly at the peripheries in developments that segregate homes, workplaces, retail venues, and

---

**Building Livable Communities Improves the Environment**

Kathy Sykes, the Senior Advisor at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Aging Initiative, shared with the audience at the San Antonio workshop how taking steps to make the built environment more livable also has the effect of improving the health of the natural environment.

Part of the reason is that when people have safe and accessible walking and biking paths, and live close enough to the services they need, driving time can be reduced significantly. Thus, EPA studies have shown that placing “a new development in an existing neighborhood, instead of on open space at the suburban fringe, can reduce miles driven by as much as 58 percent. Communities that make it easy for people to choose to walk, bicycle, or take public transit can also reduce air pollution by reducing automobile mileage and smog-forming emissions.”\(^8\)

Compact developments that preserve open spaces can also improve water quality by limiting the amount of toxic chemicals that are allowed to runoff into drinking-water supplies. Finally, redeveloping abandoned or underused industrial and commercial facilities—known as brownfields—cleans up the area, removes environmental contamination, and reduces the need to expand cities at the periphery.

services—growth patterns that will make transportation and service delivery a challenge as the population ages.\textsuperscript{10}

Creating mixed use streets and neighborhoods, complete with more affordable housing options, is one of the best ways to build more livable communities because their advantages touch nearly every Aging in Place-related issue. Mixed use developments have the effect of creating a public space or gathering area to attract everyone in the neighborhood. A stronger sense of community and social integration is created when residents, workers, older adults and families are drawn to a distinctive public space that has a lot to offer. With services and retail options nearer to residents, the physical activity of people of all ages increases and reliance on transportation is lessened.

Walkable neighborhoods, jogging, walking and biking paths, and mixed use developments are just a few select features of community design that fosters Aging in Place—features that were discussed thoroughly at the San Antonio workshop. A built environment that is friendly to people of all ages will also have vibrant and safe parks, a range of transportation options, affordable and accessible services, and attractive and distinct places to serve as gathering points for the community.

While it would be nice to implement all of these features into the fabric of the built environment in cities across America, the reality is that developing most of these projects is prohibitively expensive, particularly during tough economic times. In San Antonio, workshop participants expressed their desire to make progress now, asking the speakers, “What can we do tomorrow to make our community more livable?”

The good news is that there are concrete steps that communities can take to meet their challenges and get the ball rolling on an Aging in Place agenda that makes the built environment more livable for all. In fact, this particular moment holds tremendous promise for the future of America’s communities as they confront shifting demographics and think of ways to serve a larger older adult population in the future. If they are to be successful, they will need to take a creative approach and rethink how existing assets can play a part in making the community friendly for...
people of all ages. For example, are the sidewalks, bike paths, museums, libraries, parks, etc. meeting the needs of the older adult population? Are they meeting the needs of young people? Of families? How can they be improved? What new partnerships can be forged? What new leadership can be engaged? Government is not the only group that needs to be asking these questions and taking action—businesses, nonprofits, civic organizations, and citizens each have a key role to play.

The following are sets of challenges and solutions related to the four subject areas discussed at the San Antonio workshop that communities anywhere can look to as examples of ways to rethink assets and take action today for Aging in Place.

**Planning**

**Challenge:** Communities sometimes lack the resources to carry out effective planning measures

**Solution:**
- Bring all voices, including older adults, into the planning process
- Push for smart planning decisions that are not costly
- Focus change on existing neighborhoods, not just new developments

The planning challenges that affect older adults are, by some measure, more difficult to tackle than most others. Unlike special services or programs which can more easily be built from the ground up, a community cannot change its entire built environment overnight. Rather, it is forced to work with what it has by assessing its current layout and looking for ways to improve. This can be an arduous challenge, but it can also be a unique opportunity for creative and engaged communities to have a crucial impact on the quality of life of current and future older adult residents.

In San Antonio, workshop participants expressed concerns similar to those being voiced in communities across America. Particularly during times of economic downturn, states and municipalities struggle to find the resources needed to improve their built environment. Concerned citizens and civic groups are clamoring to take action now, but they are want for steps that they can take.

The good news is that there are valuable needs that citizens can fulfill to help shape the planning process in any community. For one, people can become more cognizant of the planning decisions being made in their area by attending planning commission meetings and registering their feedback.
Developers are always present when city planning decisions are being formulated, but their interests need to be balanced by other business groups, nonprofit organizations, neighborhood associations, civic groups, and residents. Older adults, in particular, need to be brought to the table so that they can help influence the changes that will affect the built environment around them.

In addition, many planning decisions need not cost a lot, or any, taxpayer money. If a community can’t afford to install sidewalks or build new biking paths, it can still take action that will chart a course for livability now and in the future. For one, city planners can recommend that certain parcels of land remain as open space. Open spaces provide a myriad of recreational, ecological, and aesthetic benefits to the communities that surround them. Although some municipalities tend to view open space as a wasted development opportunity, studies show that there are numerous economic benefits to preserving land as open space. One such study looked at Howard County, Maryland, a rapidly developing county near Washington, D.C, and observed that the presence of nearby open space increased residential land values significantly. Other surveys confirm that as more and more residents are willing to pay more to live near open spaces, land values—and consequently property tax revenues—rise.

A final planning strategy discussed at the San Antonio workshop that has particular relevance during periods of economic downturn is to focus change on existing neighborhoods. Though community leaders commonly focus on developing brand new residential neighborhoods on open lands, it is often better to focus on the existing built environment and to look for ways to improve or re-use it. Taking this approach is cheaper; it improves the quality of life of more people, and is a smarter way to plan for the future.

**Mobility**

**Challenge:** Older adults struggle to move about their communities safely and easily

**Solution:**
- Rethink the existing mobility challenges, and include the entire community in focusing attention on crosswalks and pedestrian safety
- Look beyond the public sector and create new partnerships that can expand transportation options for older adults

Previous Aging in Place Initiative workshops have examined the transportation issue in depth, focusing on improving public transportation and creating new transit projects to enhance the mobility options available for older adults. In nearly every workshop, securing affordable and reliable transportation emerges as one of the most critical challenges for older adults.
to remain in their homes and stay engaged in their communities. In San Antonio, however, the mobility discussion took a different turn, focusing on how communities can examine their built environment and find ways to improve it. As with the planning issue, improving mobility for older adults has rewards for people of all ages and is something in which everyone in the community ought to take part.

One such mobility challenge that was discussed at the San Antonio workshop was how to improve the pedestrian experience for older adults. Though the presence of walkable sidewalks is undoubtedly a critical component of this challenge, it is not the only issue. Kathy Sykes, in her presentation to workshop participants, made light of the difficulties that many older adults experience while trying to cross the street. Due to decades of transportation policy that has promoted driving as the ubiquitous mode of transportation, the safety and accessibility of road crossings has often been neglected. Sykes emphasized the importance of having crosswalks that are clearly visible to drivers and traffic signals that allow enough time for older adults to cross. In addition, anyone in the community can take measures to make streets and neighborhoods safer places to walk, such as:

- writing a letter to the editor of the local newspaper to bring attention to a dangerous intersection or raise awareness of pedestrian safety issues
- contacting the Mayor or a City Council member to ask for walkability improvements
- asking local police to increase enforcement of speed limits in neighborhoods
- surveying walking routes and contacting the Department of Public Works if sidewalks, signals, and signs need to be improved

**Pedestrian Fatalities**

In 2005, older adults age 65 and over represented 12 percent of the U.S. population yet they accounted for 20 percent of all pedestrian fatalities.\(^{15}\)

**Know Your Walk Score**

A new website is making it easy for people to evaluate the walkability of a city or the neighborhood surrounding a particular location. The interactive site, www.walkscore.com, identifies all of the surrounding amenities of a given location and rates its walkability on a 100-point scale. (See p. 21 for more information)
Making the road safer for pedestrians has the added benefit of improving safety for motorists as well. Brighter crosswalks and bigger warning signs keep motorists of all ages alert to the presence of pedestrians and makes mobility easier for everyone.

In San Antonio, participants were also encouraged to look beyond the public sector to find ways of creating additional transportation options for older adults who can no longer drive. Ken Hosen, a transit expert who spoke about mobility options at the workshop, emphasized the importance of engaging businesses and community groups to help play a role in providing transportation for those in need. With an estimated 600,000 Americans age 70 and over ceasing to drive each year, this need cannot be overstated.16

Hosen suggests leveraging the commercial interests of local businesses and community institutions to help lend a hand in transportation issues. For example, organized business districts or individual stores can sponsor shuttle services that complement public transit routes. Medical centers, community centers, and even entertainment venues can all play a role in drawing older adults out of their homes and into the community, and businesses will often receive a boost by bringing more customers through their doors. At the workshop, Hosen explained how a United Supermarkets grocery store in Lubbock, Texas has created a model of business-sponsored transit that is serving older adults and the store’s business interests at the same time. Known as the Shoppers Shuttle, the store pays to operate a bus so that older adults in areas without public transit can get to the store to shop for their groceries. (See p. 20 for more information)

One of the advantages about engaging in partnerships with businesses and community groups is that anyone can do it. Businesses are always eager to cultivate new customers and show their commitment to the community, and they can be more receptive to fresh ideas.

**Health & Wellness**

| Challenge: | Many community designs and healthcare practices make it difficult for older adults to remain healthy as they age |
| Solution: | Think of creative ways for older adults to stay active |
| | Explore a “chronic care model” and other ways of changing healthcare practices so that older adults receive higher quality and more comprehensive care |

The beginning of this section touched upon the consequences that a walkable, livable community has on the health of older adults. Indeed, the correlation between the lack of adequate sidewalks and rates of inactivity make a strong case for taking measures to ensure that neighborhoods where older adults live are walkable and accessible to recreation opportunities.
Communities that are smart and creative have shown that there are additional ways to engage older adults in health and wellness opportunities that go beyond sidewalks and jogging trails. The City of Portland, Oregon is one such community that is promoting health and wellness for its older adult residents. Portland already has adequate sidewalks and a network of more than 270 miles of bike paths, but the city wanted to do more to encourage older adults to be active. A partnership effort of the Bureaus of Transportation and Parks & Recreation created a ‘Senior Bike Program’ to provide older adults with free, comfortable, recumbent tricycles and helmets so that they become comfortable and knowledgeable about the community’s greenways. In addition, the city started a ‘Senior Strolls’ program to lead older adults on walks through several neighborhoods. (See p. 22 for more information)

Places like Portland understand that it takes commitment from a broad cross-section of the community to help older adults stay healthy and fit. Other cities have also shown how creative programs and partnerships can play a big role in community health. For example, in Chicago, a dance theater launched a class for older adult women who were inspired to start dancing after seeing performances. In Texas, the Texercise program was launched by the Department of Aging and Disability Services to educate and involve older adults and their families in physical activity. The program sponsors a number of activities including free exercise classes, yoga, and square dancing lessons. And in Arizona, the ‘Camine con Nosotros’ program targets older, low-income Latinas to promote walking and physical activity in their communities (see the Best Practices section on p. 18 for more information about Health & Wellness programs such as these). The possibilities for creating an effective health and wellness initiative for older adults are endless and need only dedication and ingenuity to be unleashed.

The San Antonio Aging in Place workshop addressed one other angle of the health and wellness issue—that of how health care delivery can be improved to enhance the quality of care that older adults receive. This topic was touched upon at a previous Aging in Place workshop in Kansas City, which discussed in part how some states are experimenting with changes to Medicare and Medicaid policies to improve care and save costs. In San Antonio, the healthcare conversation took on a slightly different twist, emphasizing another way that communities can rethink how they deliver quality care to older adults.

Although healthcare has been transformed over the past decades by tremendous advances in technology and medicine, the way in which healthcare is financed and delivered, in many ways, is still outdated. This is because healthcare providers tend to offer a service model based on episodic

“The first thing people need to do is start talking to folks. Places that work are places where people get out and get to know one another!”

—Heywood T. Sanders, Professor, Department of Public Administration, University of Texas at San Antonio
care for acute illnesses. So while heart attacks and strokes are much more survivable today than they were in years past, healthcare could be more effective if the underlying chronic conditions that cause such diseases receive more monitoring and treatment. A so-called ‘chronic care’ model is being heralded across the country as a solution that can provide more effective care at lower costs to the growing number of Americans with chronic conditions such as heart disease, diabetes, and hypertension.

At the workshop the case was made for a chronic care model by Carol Zernial, the Executive Director of the WellMed Charitable Trust in San Antonio. Zernial laid out the key elements of a chronic care model that WellMed incorporates into their practice including frequent, planned visits with teams of healthcare professionals who engage patients about their care to improve outcomes and ensure quality. The idea is to make patients more informed about their health, and doctors and medical personnel more focused on overall patient health rather than simply disease treatment.

As communities like San Antonio are experimenting with chronic care models, others are looking to evidence-based disease prevention as a way to share strategies and replicate positive outcomes throughout the medical community. Though it will take time for a national consensus to emerge regarding the most effective healthcare strategy for the growing older adult population, there is no doubt that the answers will involve rethinking the ways of the past and involving a variety of community assets working together to keep older adults healthy.

**Social Integration**

**Challenge:** Opportunities are lacking for older adults to remain engaged and active in all aspects of their community

**Solution:** Create safe and attractive public gathering places to draw older adults out of their homes and into the community

Rethink the way that community groups and institutions such as museums, libraries, and community centers serve older adults by making them accessible and desirable venues for people to interact with others

The final issue that was discussed at the San Antonio workshop was how the built environment has an impact on social integration among older adults. Older adults consistently say that one of the most difficult parts of aging is maintaining connections with friends and family and engaging with those around them. No matter how physically healthy one may be, social integration and community engagement are vital for healthy aging. In fact, studies show that social isolation in older adults is linked to low levels of physical and mental health.
The good news is that smart community designs and proactive strategies by community institutions can have a big impact on increasing social integration among older adults. The first thing that communities need to look at is the public spaces around which older adults live. As discussed previously, attractive, and safe public spaces such as sidewalks, greenways, and parks are key components to livable communities, in part because they promote physical activity and increase mobility options for everyone. But attractive public gathering spaces also serve as a haven for older adults who feel isolated and alone. Research shows that because these spaces tend to draw people out of their homes, the presence of green outdoor common space “predicted the strength of neighborhood social ties and sense of community.”

In addition to rethinking the built form of neighborhoods, organizations and institutions need to rethink the role that they can play in combating social isolation in their community. There are a host of programs and organizations that provide services and opportunities for those who come calling, but those who don’t often fall through the cracks. In San Antonio, participants learned about a community-based strategy to help particularly vulnerable older adults stay healthy and engaged in the community.

Rethinking the Library as an Asset for Older Adults

In San Diego, California, the county public library serves as an invaluable asset for older adults in the community. To reach out to diverse groups of older adults, the library holds countless events and programs each month such as multilingual book clubs, discussion groups, and even yoga and Pilates courses. (See p. 24 for more information)
Don Smith, Director of the Tarrant County Area Agency on Aging, based in Fort Worth, Texas, recognized the high number of older adults that live alone in the community and convened a series of focus groups with nonprofit organizations, faith-based groups, and other city agencies to see how they can work together to address their needs. The group’s efforts have culminated with the Neighbor Helping Neighbor program, which has succeeded in identifying isolated older adults and providing them with the services they need. (See p. 23 for more information)

The winning strategy, says Smith, is to involve as many partners as possible and draw upon their strengths. For example, the faith community can be a valuable resource for learning about the older adults in a neighborhood and reaching out to them. The Neighbor Helping Neighbor program also partners with postal employees and staff from organizations such as Meals on Wheels because they can be the only ones who come into contact with isolated older adults.

Part of reaching out and fostering social integration means creating meaningful opportunities that will draw older adults out of their homes and into the community. Museums, libraries, community centers and other places have a special ability to engage with older adults, no matter their income, race, or cultural background. Libraries can offer events, or even meals for older adults to enjoy; local theaters and arts centers such as the Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center can invite older adults to complimentary showings or invite them to serve as volunteer ushers; and schools can invite older adults to share their stories with students and serve as mentors. The cost of these measures is in creativity and dedication, and the institutions that are successful at this will notice a profound impact, not only on the older adults in their community, but on how people of all ages interact, share their experiences, and create strong social ties.

Everyone deserves a place to call home—a livable neighborhood where residents feel safe and welcomed, and where they have access to recreational opportunities and the other amenities they need to stay well. This livability vision is attainable for any community that can demonstrate the creativity, commitment and knowledge to rethink and transform their existing assets.

The San Antonio workshop demonstrated that it is one community that is doing just that. It is a place with a rich history, and a diverse and dedicated population whose future is brighter than ever.
Aging Friendly Innovations: Best Practices

The following are initiatives and programs, within and beyond the San Antonio area, that have helped communities rethink and redesign their built environment to serve as a model for Aging in Place.

Planning

Oakland Pedestrian Master Plan
Oakland, California

When collision data revealed that it ranked among the most dangerous municipalities in the state for pedestrian injuries and fatalities, Oakland, California decided to act. In 2001 it developed a comprehensive ‘Pedestrian Master Plan,’ with the goal of creating a “pedestrian-friendly environment; where public spaces, including streets and off-street paths, will offer a level of convenience, safety and attractiveness to the pedestrian that will encourage and reward the choice to walk.”

Oakland’s plan was one of the first in the country and in developing it, the city identified the top ten collision intersections for pedestrians, child pedestrians, and older adult pedestrians, as well as school neighborhoods with high numbers of collisions. To gain input from residents, city officials conducted over 70 community presentations, and a Citizens Pedestrian Advisory Committee was formed to organize and solicit feedback from all segments of the population.

The twenty-year plan lays out ambitious goals for Oakland’s pedestrian future, including an extensive network of safe, accessible and attractive pedestrian routes, along with a host of green public spaces that aim to make walking more attractive. Though these goals have not all been revealed, the plan has already had a big impact. By distributing city walking maps and sponsoring events such as Walk to School Day, the city is engaging a new generation on the benefits of being a pedestrian.

To learn more, visit www.oaklandnet.com/government/Pedestrian/index.html

Planning Lifelong Communities
Atlanta, Georgia

The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) Area Agency on Aging, as a division of the ARC, worked very closely with the ARC’s Board and its planning staff to develop a process for planning Lifelong Communities. In many respects, the Atlanta Regional Commission, and its AAA, have been the model for planning for Aging in Place. The ARC describes its planning process as transforming “the region from the bottom up. Rather than create one regional plan that local communities implement, professionals with a wide range of expertise, older adults and caregivers form local county-based partnerships. These community groups then analyze the local data, challenges and opportunities; identify priorities and implement strategies.”
For the Atlanta region, Lifelong Communities have three major goals:

- Promoting housing and transportation options
- Encouraging healthy lifestyles
- Expanding information and access to services

To learn more, visit http://www.atlantaregional.com/html/467.aspx

San Antonio/Bexar County Bicycle Master Plan

San Antonio, Texas

The Bicycle Master Plan was the culmination of an effort by the City of San Antonio and Bexar County to make biking a truly viable transportation option for all of the area’s residents. Initiated and guided by vocal citizens who desired to have a comprehensive bicycle network throughout the city, the plan stands as a model for other local governments who seek to channel community input and make biking a priority.

The Master Plan sets out a series of goals and objectives to institutionalize bicycling, build a network to increase ridership, and make biking safe through education and enforcement. The Metropolitan Planning Organization of the City of San Antonio and Bexar County was in charge of creating the plan and they held a number of public meetings and events to solicit ideas, and worked extensively with a number of state and local government agencies.

To learn more and read the plan, visit www.sanantonio.gov/oep/pdf/hikebike/Bicycle%20Master%20Plan.pdf

2020 Community Plan on Aging

Charlottesville, Virginia

To prepare for the doubling of the older adult population that is expected by the year 2020 in the Charlottesville, Virginia area, the community created the “2020 Community Plan on Aging.” Spearheaded by the Jefferson Area Board on Aging (JABA), which serves as the AAA for Charlottesville and five surrounding counties, the plan was developed together with the Jefferson Area Planning Board and many area residents who contributed their time and professional expertise. A conference and public forums were held to elicit broad public participation, and 85 organizations and 500 individuals helped to shape the plan. The plan’s goals call for:

- Promoting coordinated and accessible healthcare
- Supporting maximum independence and lifelong health and support to family caregivers
- Offering choices—affordable living options for seniors and support to family caregivers
- Designing communities to enhance quality of life
- Fostering vibrant engagement in life
• Strengthening caring communities through active citizenship
• Strengthening intergenerational connections

To learn more, visit www.jabacares.org/page/full/2020-plan

Mobility

PedFlag Program
*Kirkland, Washington*

One place that is striving to make pedestrian mobility easier and safer is the City of Kirkland, Washington, a suburb just outside of Seattle. As part of a comprehensive effort to encourage walking and ensure safety, the community launched the PedFlag Program, which has placed flags at 63 crosswalks around the city. Pedestrians, who carry the flags through a crosswalk and deposit them at the opposite side for others to use, more easily attract the attention of drivers. Kirkland pioneered the PedFlag program in the United States in 1996, and it has since spread to municipalities in over a dozen states. The city has continued to improve upon the program, producing a pedestrian safety video to highlight the importance of using the flags.

In addition to the PedFlag program, Kirkland has installed flashing lights at some crosswalks and invested in miles of new sidewalk and bike lane projects. Its efforts earned it the 2007 Achievement Award from the E.P.A.’s Building Healthy Communities for Active Aging Award program.

To learn more, visit www.epa.gov/aging/bhc/awards/2007/index.html#kirkland

Shoppers Shuttles sponsored by United Supermarkets
*Lubbock, Texas*

In Lubbock, Texas, an innovative transportation partnership project has emerged as a model for how businesses can help serve the needs of the older adult community, while improving their bottom line. The United Supermarkets location in Lubbock became aware of the difficulties that older adults were having in reaching their local grocery store, particularly during daytime hours when public transportation options were few and far between. In response, the company offered to pay for one of the city’s unused buses to operate along a fixed route that targets older adults and those with disabilities, and provides them with a free ride to the grocery store. The program has been tremendously successful, adding additional routes to serve another United Supermarkets location in the city and making tens of thousands of trips annually. The grocery store continues to pay 100 percent of the operating costs, and estimates that its cost per trip is approximately $3.75, well worth it to draw in the additional customers and establish a positive relationship with the community.

Variations of the Shoppers Shuttles programs have taken root in other parts of the country, sometimes serving neighborhoods where the only local grocery store has closed or moved. In Austin, Texas, for example, the HEB grocery store offered to provide a
complimentary bus for residents of a predominantly Latino neighborhood after the company moved the only grocery store that served the area.

To learn more about the Shoppers Shuttle program and others like it, see the report produced by the Transit Cooperative Research Program, *Guidebook for Change and Innovation at Rural and Small Urban Transit Systems*, available at www.tcrponline.org/bin/publications.pl?category=9

**Walk Score**

*online*

Walk Score has emerged as a popular and valuable tool to evaluate the walkability of a city, neighborhood, or particular address. Through its interactive Website, the organization identifies all the surrounding amenities of a given address, including grocery stores, restaurants, parks, museums, libraries, drug stores, etc. It then calculates the location’s unique ‘Walk Score’ on a 100-point scale and rates it with terms such as ‘Car-dependent’ or ‘Highly Walkable.’

Visitors can also find a ranking of the most walkable cities in America as well as property information for most locations. The site is useful for those interested in moving to a more walkable community or for people who might want to know about more of the amenities within walking distance of their home.

To learn more and get your walk score, visit www.walkscore.com

**Health & Wellness**

**Mature H.O.T Women**

*Chicago, Illinois*

The Deeply Rooted Dance Theater is the professional dance ensemble of Deeply Rooted Productions in Chicago. After receiving feedback from attendees of the dance performances, Deeply Rooted launched a class for “Mature H.O.T. Women”—that is, Health Conscious, Optimistic, and Triumphant—in January of 2007. “The performances made people want to dance,” says Charmaine Hamer, the Business Manager for Deeply Rooted Productions, who spoke about the increasing demand among active older adults and baby boomers for the dance class.

The classes have grown and the organization now holds four, eight week sessions per year. Although the women in the class range in age, most are between 45 and 75. Participants do not need to have dance experience to take part in the class, which is geared to older women and includes extended warm up and cool down periods.

To learn more, visit www.deeplyrootedproductions.org
Senior Bike Program and Senior Strolls

Portland, Oregon

Portland continues to raise the bar when it comes to providing innovative programs, strategies and infrastructure to support its older adult population. The city is a model of smart growth, having compact neighborhoods centers that allow most homes to be within walking distance of businesses, schools and services. Connecting these neighborhood centers is a network of more than 2,000 sidewalks, an extensive public transit system and over 270 miles of bike lanes and paths.

To encourage older adults to use this infrastructure, the city’s Bureau of Transportation and Parks and Recreation launched two separate programs: the Senior Bike program and Senior Strolls. Through the bike program, older adults are provided with free, comfortable, stable, recumbent bicycles and helmets so that they can get acquainted with the city’s bike paths and have their questions and concerns answered.

The Senior Strolls program likewise aims to make older adult residents confident in walking as a regular transportation option. Guides lead older adults on easy, pleasant, social walking trips through neighborhoods across the city, and participants can then move on to hiking trips and other excursions. As a result of the program, a majority of participants have reported walking more and replacing at least one driving trip with walking.

Because of programs such as these, Portland was the recipient of the 2008 Achievement Award from the E.P.A.’s Building Healthy Communities for Active Aging Award program.

To learn more, visit www.epa.gov/aging/bhc/awards/2008/index.html#portland

Texercise Program

State of Texas

The State of Texas’ Texercise program was initiated by the Department of Aging and Disability Services to educate and promote physical activity among older adults and their families. The goal is to motivate community participation and create a more healthy lifestyle throughout the state. The program is notable for its strong emphasis on creating local, community-based partners to join in the effort, rather than organizing and administering it at the state level.

Texercise has about ten regional teams comprising of state and local partners that plan events and educational offerings for the older adult community. Partners include the Texas Department of State Health Services, Area Agencies on Aging, AARP, as well as local businesses and regional chain stores such as Sam’s Club and Gold’s Gym. In San Antonio, the Alamo Texercise team organizes regular activities such as park walks and free exercise classes, yoga courses, older adult self-defense, and dance classes.

To learn more, visit www.dads.state.tx.us/services/agingtexaswell/texercise/index.html
Social Isolation

Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center
San Antonio, Texas

Founded in 1980, the Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center’s (Guadalupe) mission is to preserve, promote and develop the arts and culture of the Chicano/Latino/Native American peoples of all ages and backgrounds through public and educational programming in six disciplines: Dance, Literature, Media Arts, Theater Arts, Visual Arts and Xicano Music. Over almost thirty years, Guadalupe has emerged as a pillar of the San Antonio community and grown to become the largest community-based, multi-disciplinary organization in the United States.

Guadalupe offers an extensive roster of events, including numerous opportunities for older adults to experience the arts in a warm and welcoming setting. Through a partnership with the WellMed Charitable Trust, receptions, films, dance performances and art showings are all offered to older adults in the San Antonio community. The events allow older adults to socialize with others, share their experiences and learn something new, and they are always free and well-attended.

To learn more, visit www.guadalupeculturalarts.org

Neighbor Helping Neighbor
United Way’s Area Agency on Aging, Tarrant County, Texas

The Tarrant County Area Agency on Aging has spearheaded a program that enlists community members in an effort to combat social isolation and help older adults feel more connected to those around them. Neighbor Helping Neighbor is a partnership effort that provides a number of complimentary services to older adults including transportation, minor home repairs, shopping assistance, yard work, or just social visits with friendly volunteers. The program recruits volunteers, and together with city workers, postal employees, and staff from partner organizations such as Meals on Wheels, trains them to look for warning signs of an isolated older adult.

Aware of the health risks that social isolation poses to older adults, the Tarrant County Area Agency on Aging started their program in 2006 by conducting needs assessment research, focus groups, and studies to determine the areas of the county with the highest concentration of older adults living alone. Neighbor Helping Neighbor has been successful in Tarrant County, serving more than 4,000 older adults, with plans to add additional areas by the year 2010. As the program grows, the Area Agency on Aging has continued to develop local leaders and refine its strategies so that Neighbor Helping Neighbor becomes even stronger in the future.

To learn more, visit www.unitedwaytarrant.org/AboutUs/AreaAgencyonAging/AAAServices/NeighborHelpingNeighbor/tabid/301/Default.aspx
San Diego County Library
San Diego, California

The San Diego County Library has received national recognition for its innovative programs and extraordinary approach to community learning. Among its countless offerings, the library holds regular music and cultural events, computer classes in English, Spanish and Arabic, reading clubs for patrons of all ages, and adult literacy programs.

The library also offers a number of programs for older adults including:

- Book clubs
- Philosophical discussion groups
- “Ask a Doctor”
- “Ask a Lawyer”
- “Ask a Pharmacist”
- Yoga and Pilates courses

The San Diego County Library is responsible for serving a population of over 3 million people that are geographically and culturally diverse, and spread throughout rural, urban and ethnic populations. The San Diego County Library consists of 33 branches and two mobile libraries throughout San Diego County. Over half a million county residents have library cards, giving them access to the institution’s collection of over million books, CDs, DVDs and other materials.

To learn more, visit www.sdcl.org
## Redesigning Communities for Aging in Place:  
**Developing a Livable San Antonio Metro Region for All Ages**  
**Thursday, June 11, 2009**  
**Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 am</td>
<td><strong>Coffee and Sign-In</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 am</td>
<td><strong>Welcoming Remarks and Introductions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gloria C. Arriaga, Executive Director, Alamo Area Council of Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Paul Elizondo, Commissioner, Bexar County, Precinct 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Patty Ortiz, Executive Director, Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:50 am</td>
<td><strong>Creating Livable Communities for All Ages: National Perspective</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Helen Eltzeroth, Chief Programs and Communications Officer, National Association of Area Agencies on Aging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Robert McNulty, President, Partners for Livable Communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10 am</td>
<td><strong>Redesigning San Antonio for Everyone</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Kathy Sykes, Senior Advisor, Aging Initiative, US Environmental Protection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40 am</td>
<td><strong>Key Factors of Community Redesign: Local Experts’ Perspective–Part I</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderator: Debbie Billa, Director, Alamo Area Agency on Aging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Opportunities for Improving Health and Wellness</em>: Carol Zernial, Executive Director, WellMed Charitable Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Opportunities for Improving Social Integration</em>: Don Smith, Director, Tarrant County Area Agency on Aging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 am</td>
<td><strong>Break</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45 am</td>
<td><strong>Key Factors of Community Redesign: Local Experts’ Perspective–Part II</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Opportunities for Improving Planning</em>: Dr. Heywood Sanders, Professor, Department of Public Administration, University of Texas at San Antonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• <em>Opportunities for Improving Mobility</em>: Ken Hosen, Principal, KFH Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 pm</td>
<td><strong>Questions and Answers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:50 pm</td>
<td><strong>“JumpStart the Conversation” Grants Overview</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:50 pm</td>
<td><strong>Wrap-up</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ken Hosen is an expert in transportation planning and operations with 30 years of research and practical experience in planning and managing transit systems. His expertise spans paratransit management and planning, human services transportation management and planning, rural and small urban transit systems, project evaluation, technology research and procurement and writing practical guidebooks for transit professionals. He served on the Certification Council of the Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA), and holds membership in the Access Committee of the American Public Transportation Association (APTA).

Ken has an M.S. in Planning from the University of Texas.

Dr. Sanders has been active in academia for over 30 years. He has been bestowed such honors as the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship and the Charles Abrams Fellowship. He has written several articles on urban development and community planning. Dr. Sanders has written two books, The Politics of Urban Development and Urban Texas: Politics and Development. His expertise includes urban development, fiscal policy, urban politics and policy, and quantitative methods.

Dr. Sanders has an A.B. in Political Science from Johns Hopkins University and a Ph.D. in Government from Harvard University.

Don Smith has served as the Director of the Tarrant County Area Agency on Aging at the United Way since October 2005. He has 25 years experience working for health, human service and governmental organizations including the Heart of Texas Council of Governments in Waco, the Houston-Galveston Area Council, and North Central Texas Council of Governments in Arlington. He has also served on numerous state-wide task forces, work groups and committees for the Texas Department on Aging, Department of Human Services, Department of Aging and Disabled Services and Texas Association of Area Agencies on Aging. Don formed community coalitions in Houston, Waco and Tarrant County through his leadership to eliminate duplication, fragmentation and streamline access to the health and human services which has led to two national grants for the Heart of Central Texas Real Choice initiative and the Tarrant County Aging and Disability Center. Recently, he led the creation of twelve grass roots Neighbor Helping Neighbor projects in Tarrant County that serve communities with high concentrations of low income, isolated older adults.

Don has a B.A in Psychology, a B.S. in Gerontology, and an M.A. in Urban Affairs.
Kathy Sykes, during her 23 year career, has held various health and aging policy positions in both state and federal government. In 1998, she began working for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in the Office of Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs as the lead on budget and appropriations. Since 2002, Kathy has served as the Senior Advisor for EPA’s Aging Initiative where she raises awareness among older adults, caregivers, health care providers and the leaders in aging about environmental health hazards and encourages older adults to become environmental stewards to address environmental challenges that face our society. Her commitment to improving the environment and health of persons of all ages through smart growth practices is exemplary. She serves as the Chairperson for the Steering Committee for Building Healthy Communities for Active Aging. She has also served as the Associate Director for Planning & Legislation for the CDC’s National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, as professional staff for the U.S. Special Committee on Aging, and as Associate staff for United States Representative David R. Obey. She also worked in Madison, WI for the Administrator of the Wisconsin State Division of Health.

Kathy has a Master’s in Public Policy & Administration and Health Services Administration from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.

Carol Zernial’s involvement in the field of aging spans over 20 years. She is a national expert on evidence-based disease prevention and health promotion programs for seniors. Her background includes work for the 1995 White House Conference on Aging and the American Association of Homes and Services for the Aging. She serves on the Leadership Council of the National Council on the Aging and is immediate past-chair of the National Institute on Community-based Long-Term Care.

Carol Zernial currently serves as the Executive Director of the WellMed Charitable Foundation and Vice-President of Community Relations for WellMed Medical Management. Before joining WellMed, Ms. Zernial was the director for the AACOG Bexar Area Agency on Aging in San Antonio, Texas and was the Vice-President of the Texas Association of Area Agencies on Aging (T4A). She received the 2008 Outstanding Professional in Aging Award in Texas for her contributions to the field of aging.

Carol has a Masters in Social Gerontology
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Texas Southern University Center for Transportation
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Med Team, Inc.
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Dept. of Aging & Disabilities
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Med Team Inc.
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Lifespan Healthcare
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Ethan Horne  
Horne Development

Ken Hosen  
Kfh Group

Wendy Huston  
Burma Hyde

Burma Hyde  
Bexar AAA
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San Antonio Time Dollar Community Connections
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San Antonio Region Links

Alamo Area Agency on Aging  
http://www.alamoaging.org

Alamo Area Council of Governments  
http://www.aacog.com

Bexar Area Agency on Aging  
http://www.bexaraging.org

City of San Antonio  
http://www.sanantonio.gov

Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center  
http://www.guadalupeculturalarts.org

WellMed Charitable Foundation  
http://www.wellmedcharitablefoundation.com

National Links

Aging in Place Initiative: Developing Livable Communities for All Ages  
http://www.aginginplaceinitiative.org

Partners for Livable Communities  
http://www.livable.com

National Association of Area Agencies on Aging  
http://www.n4a.org

Active Living by Design  
http://www.activelivingbydesign.org

National Association of Counties  
http://www.naco.org

National Association of Home Builders  
http://www.nahb.org

National Council on Aging  
http://www.ncoa.org

National League of Cities  
http://www.nlc.org

Partnership for Solutions  
http://www.partnershipforsolutions.org

Project for Public Spaces  
http://www.pps.org

Smart Growth Online  
http://www.smartgrowth.org

United States Environmental Protection Agency's Aging Initiative  
http://www.epa.gov/aging

Walk Score  
http://www.walkscore.com
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10. Aging in Place Initiative’s third workshop report, Developing a Livable Kansas City Metro Area for All Ages, page 5, for more information on this topic. Available for download at, www.aginginplaceinitiative.org/WorkshopReports


Notes


www.nia.nih.gov/NewsAndEvents/PressReleases/PR20020729Questions.htm


About the Aging in Place Initiative Team

**Partners for Livable Communities** (Partners) – A national, non-profit organization working to renew communities for all ages. Partners has over twenty-five years of experience in solving community problems by providing information, leadership and guidance that help communities help themselves. [www.livable.com](http://www.livable.com)

**National Association of Area Agencies on Aging** (n4a) – A leading voice on aging issues for Area Agencies on Aging across the country and a champion for Title VI-Native American aging programs in our nation’s capital. Through its presence in Washington, D.C., n4a advocates on behalf of the local aging agencies to ensure that needed resources and support services are available to older Americans and their caregivers. [www.n4a.org](http://www.n4a.org)

**ICMA** (International City/County Management Association) – The premiere local government leadership and management organization. [http://icma.org](http://icma.org)

**National League of Cities** (NLC) – The largest national organization representing municipal governments throughout the United States. [www.nlc.org](http://www.nlc.org)

**National Association of Counties** (NACo) – A national organization representing county governments in the US. [www.naco.org](http://www.naco.org)

**Made possible by a grant from:**

**MetLife Foundation** – Established in 1976 by MetLife to carry on its long-standing tradition of corporate contributions and community involvement. The Foundation has been involved in a variety of aging related initiatives addressing issues of caregiving, intergenerational activities, mental fitness, health and wellness programs and civic involvement. Since 1986, the Foundation has supported research on Alzheimer’s disease through its Awards for Medical Research program and has contributed more than $11 million to efforts to find a cure. [www.metlife.org](http://www.metlife.org)